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DISCUSSION ========== We report that the risk of incisional hernia after stoma closure is highest at 3 months. Thereafter, the risk of incisional hernia after stoma closure decreases, with a risk of persistent hernia after 12 months of around 0.5%. We demonstrate that the interval from the completion of surgery to stoma closure is an independent risk factor for incisional hernia after stoma

closure. This study has a number of limitations. First, this study was undertaken at a single centre and a single surgeon. The prevalence of incisional hernia varies between surgical centres and surgeons.^[@B16]^ In addition, the exact prevalence of incisional hernia at 3 months after MDG could be underestimated because many of the patients were recruited in the waiting period. Second, the type of
stoma and stoma site may affect the rate of incisional
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